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The powerful new novel from the master storyteller - inspired by the true story of one man who might have stopped World War II.
HISTORICAL PRELUDE Ettore Majorana's fame solidly rests on testimonies like the following, from the evocative pen of Giuseppe Cocconi. At the request of Edoardo Amaldi, he wrote from CERN (July 18,
1965): "In January 1938, after having just graduated, I was invited, essen tially by you, to come to the Institute of Physics at the University in Rome for six months as a teaching assistant, and once I was there
I would have the good fortune of joining Fermi, Bernardini (who had been given a chair at Camerino a few months earlier) and Ageno (he, too, a new graduate), in the research of the products of disintegration
of /-L "mesons" (at that time called mesotrons or yukons), which are produced by cosmic rays [ . . . ] "It was actually while I was staying with Fermi in the small laboratory on the second floor, absorbed in our
work, with Fermi working with a piece of Wilson's chamber (which would help to reveal mesons at the end of their range) on a lathe and me constructing a jalopy for the illumination of the chamber, using the
flash produced by the explosion of an aluminum ribbon short circuited on a battery, that Ettore Majorana came in search of Fermi. I was introduced to him and we exchanged few words. A dark face. And that
was it.
Health.
FROM THE BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF THE ADVERSARY Little Nicolas is a delicate, timid schoolboy, with an excitable, if morbid imagination – the child of an overbearing father. So, two weeks away on
the class trip is already enough to fill him with dread. But when a child goes missing, Nicolas’ mind turns to gruesome possibilities, impelling him to take up the role of detective – and edge closer to a truth
more shocking than Nicolas’ worst fears. Translated by Linda Coverdale 'There are few great writers in France today, and Emmanuel Carrère is one of them' Paris Review Elegant, pocket-sized paperbacks,
VINTAGE Editions celebrate the audacity and ambition of the written word, transporting readers to wherever in the world literary innovation may be found.
Collects Amazing Spider-Man (1963) #13, #66-67 And #141-142; Web Of Spider-Man (1985) #90; Friendly Neighborhood Spider-Man (2005) #11-13; Amazing Spider-Man (1999) #618-620; And Material
From Peter Parker, The Spectacular Spider-Man (1976) #50-51. When Spider-Man battles Mysterio, the stakes are far more deadly than just smoke and mirrors! Find out exactly how dangerous the master of
illusion can be in this collection of Spidey’s greatest showdowns with one of his oldest foes! Relive Quentin Beck’s sinister, Steve Ditko-drawn debut — and larger-than-life battles illustrated by John Romita
Sr., Ross Andru, Marcos Martin and more! Mysterio’s mists and mysteries plague Peter Parker in wicked ways, from shrinking him to six inches tall to seemingly summoning all of Spidey’s greatest foes! But
is it always Beck under the iconic fishbowl helmet — or are there multiple Mysterios? And can even death stop his deceptions?!
Join our pyjama clad hero as he leaves his bedroom to see the sights of New York at night time. Dodge the traffic, be dazzled by the lights on Broadway and take in the dizzying heights of the Big Apple's
skyline.
The hit comic book series based on Dan Harmon and Justin Roiland’s hilarious [adult swim] animated show RICK & MORTY is now available in its first collection! Join the excitement as depraved genius
Rick Sanchez embarks on insane adventures with his awkward grandson Morty across the universe and across time. Caught in the crossfire are his teenage granddaughter Summer, his veterinary surgeon
daughter Beth, and his hapless son-in-law Jerry. This collection features the first five issues of the comic book series, including "“The Wubba Lubba Dub Dub of Wall Street,” "Mort-Balls!" and more, along
with hilarious mini-comics showcasing the whole family.
“Very funny and unexpected, a material response to our times, plush as velvet.” –Rachel Cusk “A wickedly funny and emotionally expansive novel about all the bewildering ways we seek solace from the
people and things that surround us.” – Jenny Offill David Leavitt returns with his signature “coolly elegant prose” (O, The Oprah Magazine) to deliver a comedy of manners for the Trump era. It is the
Saturday after the 2016 presidential election, and in a plush weekend house in Connecticut, an intimate group of friends, New Yorkers all, has gathered to recover from what they consider the greatest
political catastrophe of their lives. They have just sat down to tea when their hostess, Eva Lindquist, proposes a dare. Who among them would be willing to ask Siri how to assassinate Donald Trump? Liberal
and like-minded-editors, writers, a decorator, a theater producer, and one financial guy, Eva's husband, Bruce-the friends have come to the countryside in the hope of restoring the bubble in which they have
grown used to living. Yet with the exception of one brash and obnoxious book editor, none is willing to accept Eva's challenge. Shelter in Place is a novel about house and home, furniture and rooms, safety
and freedom and the invidious ways in which political upheaval can undermine even the most seemingly impregnable foundations. Eva is the novel's polestar, a woman who moves through her days
accompanied by a roving, carefully curated salon. She's a generous hostess and more than a bit of a control freak, whose obsession with decorating allows Leavitt to treat us to a slyly comic look at the
habitués and fetishes of the so-called shelter industry. Yet when, in her avidity to secure shelter for herself, she persuades Bruce to buy a grand if dilapidated apartment in Venice, she unwittingly sets off the
chain of events that will propel him, for the first time, to venture outside the bubble and embark on a wholly unexpected love affair. A comic portrait of the months immediately following the 2016 election,
Shelter in Place is also a meditation on the unreliable appetites-for love, for power, for freedom-by which both our public and private lives are shaped.
Complete IELTS combines the very best in contemporary classroom practice with stimulating topics aimed at young adults wanting to study at university.
Fun for Starters Student's Book provides full-colour preparation material for the Cambridge Young Learners English Test: Starters. Fun activities balanced with exam-style questions practise all the areas of
the syllabus in a communicative way. The material is specifically designed to focus on those areas most likely to cause problems for young learners at this level. An Audio CD, available separately, includes
listening material to accompany the Student's Book. The website to accompany the Fun for Starters, Movers, Flyers series includes interactive versions of some activities from the Student's Books.
'Creepy and compulsive, this is Belsham's first excursion into crime and it announces the arrival of a fine new voice' Daily Mail A policeman on his first murder case A tattoo artist with a deadly secret And a
twisted serial killer sharpening his blades to kill again... When Brighton tattoo artist Marni Mullins discovers a flayed body, newly-promoted DI Francis Sullivan needs her help. There's a serial killer at large,
slicing tattoos from his victims' bodies while they're still alive. Marni knows the tattooing world like the back of her hand, but has her own reasons to distrust the police. So when she identifies the killer's next
target, will she tell Sullivan or go after the Tattoo Thief alone? 'Better than Lee Child . . . Well written and gripping, would definitely recommend!' Amazon review 5* 'Edgy and ice cool - Marni Mullins is my kind
of heroine!' Marnie Riches
Hiking, biking and flying amid craggy peaks and open plains, or watching a spectacular desert sunset, becomes possible with this guidebook. Watch wildlife in the savannah, engage in the vibrant cultures of
San, Khoikhoi, Zulu and Xhosa or live it up in cities bursting with culinary, cultural and vineyard delights. Lonely Planet guides are written by experts who get to the heart of every destination they visit. This
fully updated edition is packed with accurate, practical and honest advice, designed to give you the information you need to make the most of your trip. In This Guide: Unique Green Index to help you make
your travels ecofriendly Expanded itineraries take you from cape to coast or on the roads less travelled Color wildlife chapter written by a natural-history expert
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Students preparing to take the GMAT will find that this book gives the help they need to excel on the test’s math section. Separate chapters review the fundamentals of arithmetic, algebra, and geometry.
Another chapter gives special attention to the test’s often-perplexing word problems, with advice on translating a problem’s words into a specific equation. A final chapter focuses on the data sufficiency
question type, which is new to many test takers. Every chapter in the book is filled with plenty of practice problems and detailed solutions. Two full-length model tests are included for further practice. The
author also offers helpful advice on test preparation and test-taking tips and strategies.
This engaging series takes a broad look at football on the world stage, covering players, leagues, managers and the history of football. Each title includes statistics and fun facts and is perfect for football fans
who want to know it all. Find out all about the key players that make the game what it is today.
Helps students to develop the thinking skills required for success in the BMAT, which is required by seven universities for entrance onto competitive courses, such as medicine and veterinary science.

The National Veterinary Medical Series (NVMS) is an effective, economical system for learning and review. Basic and clinical veterinary sciences are outlined in a practical format that enables
you to master large amounts of information in a limited amount of time. The books in the NVMS help you prepare for the National Boards and the Clinical Competency Test and are excellent
resources for problem-based learning.
Oswald T. Campbell, Aged Fifty-Two, Down-And-Out In A Chicago Winter, Is Given Only Months To Live Unless He Moves South. He Finds Himself In The Small Town Of Lost River,
Alabama, Where The Residents Are Friendly If Feud-Prone And Eccentric To A Fault. One Of Them, Roy, Keeps A Red Cardinal, A Once Wounded Bird Called Jack, In The Village Store.
Patsy, A Sad, Sweet Little Kid With A Crippled Leg, From The Trailer Park Up In The Woods, Takes To Dropping By The Store - And Falls In Love With Jack. Flagg Takes Us On An Emotional
Roller-Coaster Ride Through The Lives And Hearts Of An Engaging Crew Of Misfits, Fixers And Ordinary Good-Hearted Folk, Set Against The Vivid Natural Backdrop Of A Mellow Alabama
Winter, Along The Riverside Where Birds And Fish Abound. Her Enchanting Story Culminates At Christmastide With Surprises And A Magical 'Redbird' Moment.
Born Liquid is the last work by the great sociologist and social theorist Zygmunt Bauman, whose brilliant analyses of liquid modernity changed the way we think about our world today. At the
time of his death, Bauman was working on this short book, a conversation with the Italian journalist Thomas Leoncini, exactly sixty years his junior. In these exchanges with Leoncini, Bauman
considers, for the first time, the world of those born after the early 1980s, the individuals who were ‘born liquid’ and feel at home in a society of constant flux. As always, taking his cue from
contemporary issues and debates, Bauman examines this world by discussing what are often regarded as its most ephemeral features. The transformation of the body – tattoos, cosmetic
surgery, hipsters – aggression, bullying, the Internet, online dating, gender transitions and changing sexual preferences are all analysed with characteristic brilliance in this concise and topical
book, which will be of particular interest to young people, natives of the liquid modern world, as well as to Bauman’s many readers of all generations.
The internationally best-selling personal story of "the doctor on the front lines of the migrant crisis" (CNN).
Dante (1265-1321) is the greatest of Italian poets and his DIVINE COMEDY is the finest of all Christian allegories. To the consternation of his more academic admirers, who believed Latin to
be the only proper language for dignified verse, Dante wrote his COMEDY in colloquial Italian, wanting it to be a poem for the common reader. This edition is translated by, and includes an
Introduction by, Dorothy L. Sayers.

'I haven't read anything so terrifying since Red Dragon' Stephen King Imagine an updated Vertigo: darker, more scary but just as hypnotically seductive. A dark psychological
crime thriller for fans of Dennis Lehane's Shutter Island. Selected for BBC Radio 2 Book Club with Simon Mayo. Toxicologist Caleb Maddox has two puzzles to solve. What
connects the series of dead bodies found floating in San Francisco Bay? And why is Emmeline, the strange and beautiful woman he met in a secluded bar, so secretive about her
past? One thing is certain: finding the the answers could be the last thing Caleb ever does. Everyone is talking about The Poison Artist - a gripping psychological thriller:
'Incredibly suspenseful' Lee Child 'A magnificent, thoroughly unnerving psychological thriller' Justin Cronin 'I haven't read anything so terrifying since Red Dragon' Stephen King
'As dark and intoxicating as the bars where the mystery begins' Sunday Mirror 'As satisfying as it is deeply unsettling...highly recommended' Guardian Don't miss Jonathan
Moore's latest thriller The Dark Room. Out Now
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